1982 honda nu50 urban express

This new bike was designed to enter the large market for scooters that developed following the
oil crisis. As such it came with a fuel-efficient single-cylinder two-stroke engine. It was also
designed to be simple to operate, as many owners would be inexperienced with or intimidated
by larger, more complex motorcycles. Honda accomplished this by using a fully automatic
transmission and a small oil pump to self-mix the Express's oil and fuel, thus eliminating the
need for premixing. The versions from until had a manual choke , points ignition , and a spring
starter. Automatic 2 Speed. Double suspension, and oil injection. Differences include a different
frame, more "comfortable" seat, tree handle bars, and a slightly larger gas tank. They came with
a 2speed automatic transmission. It came equipped with a belt driven, variable transmission,
larger reed valve block, and slightly different intake manifold. It utilized a similar belt driven,
variated engine as in the NX50, however the belt side of the cases is longer and top speed is
slightly higher. The NU50M comes with an electric start, in addition to the regular urban express
standard features, including; oil injection, blinkers, 12v battery, cdi ignition, an alternator, oil
tank indicator, and beefier shocks and larger wheels than the regular express. A unique
restricted version was produced just for the lower speed requirements to be sold in Iowa; the
Iowa models are limited to maximum 25mph. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Honda
Express Honda Express. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co.
Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Motorcycles introduced in Honda mopeds
Two-stroke motorcycles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Continuously variable , single speed or two speed automatic transmission. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information dangermotoman Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Keizer, Oregon, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or
tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from
this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping
options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. I had bought it the beginning of but I no longer have time
to restore it like I would of wanted to. Runs well but will sometimes turn off if not consistently

giving it gas. Though it still cranks back up when it turns off. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing
was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list
layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 17, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used Brand: Honda. Condition is "Used".
Need it gone ASAP. It is runnings and registration is payed till June Back to home page Return
to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 17, PST. Shipping: May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: ricrui5
59 Seller's other items. Make Honda. Very nice original Honda express. This Honda has been in
the family since new. Runs and drives great. Excellent original that has never been modified.
Could be restored to museum quality or just detailed and driven as a very nice original. The seat
is perfect. Has always been stored inside. Will clean up like new. Clean Wisconsin Title. Only
selling because I am moving out of state. Model Urban Express Make Suzuki. Model KingQuad
AXi. With the 30th anniversary of that breakthrough, the Suzuki KingQuad AXi carries on the
tradition of performance that rules. Boasting the same advanced technology as the
extraordinary KingQuad AXi, it's engineered to help you cut the work day down to size - or
conquer the toughest trails. The KingQuad AXi offers plenty of class-leading features and its
fuel-injected cc engine gives it exceptional performance. Independent front and rear
suspension. Colors for Flame Red and Terra Green. Fully serviced, and ready to ride!!! Model
Express. Lovely bike, nice for market shopping or just play around neighborhood.
Improvements like automatic thermal choke, CVT variable Belt transmission, electronic CDI
ignition, 12 V electric system, and a convenient electric starter. This is the top of the line model
from Express series and last year of production, so an authentic jewel in this condition. It
comes as a challenging project for fun and invested a bit more than 50 hours of my free time
and lots of love my wife was not so happy about New spark plug and boot, new gas filter and
lines, original seat, new front and rear brake cables, ignition switch with original key, fresh
transmission oil, new transmission drive belt, operative oil pump system auto-mix , New and
operative 12V battery, electrical wires checked, new original headlight, original operative signal
lights and mirrors, working horn, original fenders, exhaust pipe cleaned. Tires in good running
conditions and original paint. As you can see, almost all already done. Start always at first
attempt using electric or kick starter. This is a nostalgic kind of item, the kind of thing that bring
back sweet memories from the younger years and make you smile when you ride it,. It is a 32
year old bike chopper style!!! Bill of sale only; Local pick up preferred. Thank you for your
interest. Perfect candidate for a restoration or as a daily driver. Really low mileage on it at 2,
miles. Original Black paint is in really great and shiny condition. Original seat cover. Everything
works. Runs great. Starts on first or second kick every time. New battery, fresh oil change and
carb has been cleaned. In some states, this bike is classified as a Moped. Bike is sold with a Bill
of Sale only. If this bike is taken care of, in time it will only increase in value. Don't let it get
away. Make us an offer. Ask any questions you may have. Below is a DropBox link with about 80
additional pictures. Copy the link and paste it in your browser to view them. We have plenty of
secure storage and we understand it takes time to line up a shipper. We have several shippers
we can recommend. We strive for 5 Star ratings in all our listings. We want you to be satisfied
with your purchase and we try to represent all our items as accurately as possible. As with all
motor vehicles, this bike is sold as is, where is with no warranty. We do offer a no questions
asked money back guarantee if you are not satisfied upon your personal inspection before
shipping. In near "New" condition. Runs Perfect. Well cared for. Or just a Great Vintage scooter
to get around town on. All versions of the Express line are powered by an air-cooled 49cc two
Stroke engine coupled to an automatic transmission. The Honda motorcycle corp. This new bike
was designed to enter the large market for scooters that developed following the oil crisis. As
such it came with a fuel-efficient single-cylinder two-stroke engine. It was also designed to be
simple to operate, as many owners would be inexperienced with or intimidated by larger, more
complex motorcycles. Honda accomplished this by using a fully automatic transmission and a
small oil pump to self-mix the Express's oil and fuel, thus eliminating the need for premixing.

This model features a frame similar to the NA50, and a drivetrain identical to the Express SR's,
outside of its transmission gearing. Bayfield, CO. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN.
Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Honda Urban Express. Year Make Honda Model -. Category - Engine 50
Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year
Make Honda Model Express. Excellent Condition! Runs Great!! Make Honda 3 Suzuki 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Honda. Very nice original Honda express. This Honda has been in the family since new. Runs
and drives great. Excellent original that has never been modified. Could be restored to museum
quality or just detailed and driven as a very nice original. The seat is perfect. Has always been
stored inside. Will clean up like new. Clean Wisconsin Title. Only selling because I am moving
out of state. Model Express. Lovely bike, nice for market shopping or just play around
neighborhood. Improvements like automatic thermal choke, CVT variable Belt transmission,
electronic CDI ignition, 12 V electric system, and a convenient electric starter. This is the top of
the line model from Express series and last year of production, so an authentic jewel in this
condition. It comes as a challenging project for fun and invested a bit more than 50 hours of my
free time and lots of love my wife was not so happy about New spark plug and boot, new gas
filter and lines, original seat, new front and rear brake cables, ignition switch with original key,
fresh transmission oil, new transmission drive belt, operative oil pump system auto-mix , New
and operative 12V battery, electrical wires checked, new original headlight, original operative
signal lights and mirrors, working horn, original fenders, exhaust pipe cleaned. Tires in good
running conditions and original paint. As you can see, almost all already done. Start always at
first attempt using electric or kick starter. This is a nostalgic kind of item, the kind of thing that
bring back sweet memories from the younger years and make you smile when you ride it,. It is a
32 year old bike chopper style!!! Bill of sale only; Local pick up preferred. Thank you for your
interest. Model Urban Express I used it in college as a fun toy. In any case, I will provide a clean
title and a bill of sale. The only thing wrong with this scooter is the fuel tank has multiple pin
holes and leaks gas. I will assist with loading the bike for your shipper. Feel free to call me at Up
for sale is a vintage all original garaged Honda NC Absolutely amazing condition with clean tittle
extremely low miles. The 2 speed automatic gearbox shifts perfectly and the carburetor has
been professionally cleaned. Shipping can be assisted by myself as far as working with a
shipping company or can be locally picked up in Seattle. Make Suzuki. Model KingQuad AXi.
With the 30th anniversary of that breakthrough, the Suzuki KingQuad AXi carries on the
tradition of performance that rules. Boasting the same advanced technology as the
extraordinary KingQuad AXi, it's engineered to help you cut the work day down to size - or
conquer the toughest trails. The KingQuad AXi offers plenty of class-leading features and its
fuel-injected cc engine gives it exceptional performance. Independent front and rear
suspension. Colors for Flame Red and Terra Green. Make Independence. Model Freedom
Express. Honda Express, Runs like a champ! Must have a valid drivers license. Check out the
photos and ask all and any questions before buying. Thousand Oaks, CA. Bayfield, CO.
Ridgefield, WA. Fort Rice, ND. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Express. Year Make Honda
Model -. Category - Engine 49 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 50 Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Honda Model Express. Year - Make Honda Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. That was one messy carb. Upjetted to a 90 jet. Believe it or not, it ran
rich with a 90 jet and the original air box. Probably still a little rich. A quick helpful hint, you can
remove the elbow from the back of the stock air box and use that to connect just about any
25mm air filter to that. In fact, you may be able to go up to a 28mm air filter with that connection.
I just drained the oil tank. If you remove the oil injector, you often get rid of a cable from the
injector to the throttle with it. Without the resistance from that cable, the throttle will not release
correctly. I do have a video on these changes which I will post shortly. I started out with about a
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main jet but that was way too rich. Stock main jet on an Urban Express is 85 so it shows you
how rich these are set up to run from Honda. I also am no longer using the oil pump and just
running premix at about I do 35mph easy at least that is what the speedometer says. I need to
adjust the weights in the variator. I think if I get some higher rpms out of it, the pipe will kick in
sooner. Take off from a stand still is not that great. Maybe changing the variator set up will help

that as well. This is also my first foray into really trying to tune the variator and clutch. I have
the GY6 clutch to install, a new torsion spring and some new Malossi clutch springs. I came
across this thread at mopedarmy. As is typical of such threads, the author never reported back
with his findings. The trail tech regulator did work out. No more blown headlights and tail lights.
Other updates to the Urban Express:. I may start separate pages for one or both of those. Iconic
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